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BIM MANAGER SUITE
BIM Manager Suite contains extremely powerful tools designed to help BIM
managers improve the efficiency, accuracy and depth of BIM management
tasks. The intuitive interfaces and workow-based processes of each tool can
eliminate hours of tedious BIM management work with each use.
Dig deeper into projects, families and parameters to find common problems
Powerfully process Revit project links, shared parameters, types,
dimensions, CAD data and more
Clean, prepare and broadly apply standards to multiple projects and libraries
in hours, not days

FREE TOOLS

After 14 day trial expires, these tools will remain fully functional

Family Tools
Family Tools makes it easy to work with files commonly used to create
Revit Families. Delete the “backup” files Revit creates when working on
families, work with type catalog and Shared Parameter files.

Project Cleaner
Project Cleaner deletes views, sheets and Revit links. Lighten models from
consultants before linking them into your projects. Removing information
from a Revit model is important to protect intellectual property and also to
help reduce the file size of models prior to being linked into projects or prior
to sending projects to outside consultants.

Revision Cloud Remover
Revision Cloud Remover removes non-issued revision clouds from your
project. List the revision clouds in a project, including the quantity of each.
Select which revision clouds to remove, or remove all of them.

Quick & Easy - Proven ROI - Efficient - Standards

PREMIUM TOOLS

These tools are available with purchase of the CIM Project Suite.

Dimension Checker
Dimension checker identifies dimension strings using the dimension override options and
presents the results for review. Additional filter options can be used to narrow the search
results.

Family Processor
Family Processor is a tool that allows you to define one or multiple changes to one or more
Revit family files, and then process those changes in batch.

Family Checker
Family Checker aids in the evaluation of Revit families against common criteria. Check one file
or entire folders of families for consistency with shared parameters, parameter groups and
common naming guidelines. Family Checker reports the status of each family on approved
shared parameters, geometric constraints, materials, hosting and more.

Import & Link Manager
Import & Link Manager assists with locating and managing CAD objects within a Revit model.
Find imported or linked DWG files in your Revit project. Batch change workset assignments of
imports or links.

Schedule Parameter Resolver
Schedule Parameter Resolver makes it fast and easy to synchronize multiple schedules with
the right parameter information by changing the parameter definitions in the schedule to
match the parameters used in families within the project, without losing the schedule
formatting.

Shared Parameter Manager
Shared Parameter Manager re-organizes shared parameters via drag and drop, both within a
single shared parameter file or between two files. Load shared parameters into projects
based on reusable selection sets.

Type Swapper
Type Swapper makes swapping types, and even families, no longer a time-consuming process.
Discover the simplicity of identifying and deleting duplicates.
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Learn More at:
https://www.solidcad.ca/partner-products/ctc-software/
For services and support related to CTC Express
Tools, contact us at:
1.877.438.2231

sales@solidcad.ca

